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Hello first of I would like to introduce myself, my name is Alinur!  
I am from Kyrgistan.  And I study in SFU,  at Polytechnic university, my profession is 
engineer environmentalist. 
 And I’m fresher it means that  I study on first course. 
If you resolve we will pass to the project. I chose the theme of "Project of future" 
Because is each of us worried by a question " What will be in the future"?  
What techniques will be invented, and what will we ride on, what a weapon yet will invent 
humanity and what waits us in the future? 
But one of pressing questions it "What communication mean will be invented "?  
I’m going to tell you about "SMART PHONE 
Please to your attention prototype of future telephone! 
 
 
 
He was invented by Russian, Vladimir Aleksandrovich Elin, resident of innovative center << 
Skolkova>>. And he marked that did not eliminate possibility of start of telephone in a 
production in the nearest pair of years. If, certainly, there will be an investor. 
A telephone will be absolutely not permeable to water, it is most important, we will take 
ordinary telephones on an example. If to drop Blackberry or Nokia in bath with water, then 
they will leave off to work. For the vehicles of the future it will not be a problem, because on 
their corps there will not be sockets for  the vehicles of the future it will not be a problem, 
because on their corps there will not be sockets for connection of charge device or headsets. 
Future after noncontact technologies. To revive a vehicle will be inductive from the special 
support. In addition, in the process of exploitation a smartphone of the future will be 
recharged from the hertzian waves of world ether and other radiations. The world is pierced 
by an infra-red, ultraviolet radiation, and similarly by radiations from the wireless stations, 
repeaters, transmitters, Wi - Fi- of equipment et cetera. Why not to "absorb" a corps the 
"garbage" types of radiations and not to process them in electric power 
That regarding Vision control. 
In the smartphone of the future besides the already existent voice input of information, the 
system of visual read-out, that will be named, will appear, for example, Vision Control or 
ViCo. Due to two symmetrically located on the edges of corps to the steady-state chambers of 
high clearness a productive processor will be able to calculate position of look on a pupil and 
time of his fixing on a virtual keyboard. 
Simply present YOU came home after work yor’re tired, and you want to relax, listen to  
classic music but you already on a sofa and does not want to stand and  to connect CD or 
MP3.YOU simply looked at it a smartphone and distances command "PLAY MUSIC" 
The intellect of smartphone of the future will grow repeatedly, a vehicle, analysing experience 
of the use, will guess the desires of owner and suggest to start the exactly that set of 
appendixes, that is presently needed. 
Due to artificial intelligence, to steal the smartphone of the future it will be impossibly, he 
will simply refuse to work in the hands of new proprietor. The owner a vehicle will be able to 
identify on the row of biometric parameters, for example on the unique timbre of voice or 
manner of speech. In addition, in a telephone can be "sewn" up other systems of defence. And 
if you will simply lose the smartphone, then he will report to finding, where you can be found 
and what reward you are ready to pay for the return of smartphone. 
And, undoubtedly, the vehicle of the future will code a communication channel, so that to 
eavesdrop your conversation nobody will be able, well or almost nobody. 
Well, and, certainly, in the smartphones of the future will appear to the function of 
registration and warning of changes of ecological situation. For example, they will be able not 
only to warn the owner of the state  of radioactive background of earth, due to a device - Do - 
Ra.ru, about earthquakes and other, but, collecting information from various recording 
sensors, to pass her in a single center. Plenitude of picture, will do life of people yet a bit 
without dangerous and predictable. 
Clever small 
For the smartphone of the future, an unique programmatic rendering-engine - mobile 
programmatic platform of SPF will be worked out. In her tasks will enter, actually, 
management by the smartphone of the future, creating the unique set of functions in him. One 
of main tasks of OS consists of what on her basis any programs created for operating popular 
mobile platforms were able to work, such as iOS, Android, BlackBerry of and other 
Therefore,  the best operating system(OS) will be such OS that will begin to conduct most 
complete  intellectual 
  ЕСЛИ с ошибками или вам не понравилась, ПРОШУ НЕ РУГАЙТЕСЬ.  
 Sincerely yours ALINUR!!! =) 
